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The Noble Qur'an Competition 

 
Name:   ________________________             Phone number:  ________________________  

  

Email address:  _________________  

 

These questions are listed based on the chapters order in the Noble Qur’an; just mention the 

chapter name and the verse number as answers to these 15 questions:  

 

1\ Allah guided us to say a prayer when we are afflicted with calamity; what is this prayer? What is 

the reward for saying this prayer? 

 

2\ Allah ordered the believers to march forth in the way which leads to forgiveness from him, and 

for a paradise as wide as the heavens and the earth, prepared for the pious ones. What are the 

characteristics of these pious people?   

 

3\ Why were those among the Children of Israel who disbelieved cursed by the tongue of Dawud 

and Isa, son of Maryam?  

 

4\ Allah mentioned five characteristics of believers and stressed on these characteristics after 

mentioning them by saying: (It is they who are the believers in truth). What are these 

characteristics and what is the reward of these believers?  

 

5\ Allah purchased two things from the believers? What are they and what is the reward of that 

purchase?   

  

6\ What did the people of the dwelt secure and well-content township do so that Allah made it taste 

extreme of hunger and fear?  

 

7\ What are the characteristics of those whom Allah has described when He said: (These are indeed 

the inheritors)? 
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8\ What does the oppressor (wrong-doer or polytheist) say when he bites at his hands on the 

judgement day? 

 

9\ How did Allah punish Qarun and what did those who had earlier wished to be in his place say 

after they witnessed his ending? 

 

10\ What did the believing man of Fir`aun’s family say after he had asked them to follow him so 

that he can guide them to way of right conduct. 

 

 

11\ Allah mentioned several guidelines and directions regarding scoffing (making fun of) others, 

bad suspicion, and backbiting. In which verses can we find them?  

 

12\ Allah revealed parts of the conversation of the people of paradise (Jannah) when they 

remember their days in life (Dunyah). In which verses can we find this conversation? 

 

13\ Allah mentioned fourteen of his beautiful names in three consecutive verses; what are these 

verses? 

 

14\ what is the retribution and compensation of him who will be given the Record in his right hand, 

and for him who will be given the Record in his left hand? 

 

15\ Allah swore that man is in loss, except for those who are characterized by four attributes. What 

are these attributes?  

  

 

Competition rules: 

1- The solution should be handwritten and on the question sheet. 

2- The 25
th

 of Ramadan is the deadline for receiving the answers. 

 

Competition awards: 

1- The solution should be handwritten and on the question sheet. 

 

First prize:  $200 

Second prize: $100 

Third prize: $50 

 


